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ABSTRACT Industry 4.0 (I-4.0) is referred to as ‘fourth industrial revolution’ towards incorporation
of artificial intelligence and digitalization of industrial systems. It is meticulously associated with the
development and advancement of evolving technologies such as: Internet of Things, Cyber-Physical System,
Information and Communications Technology, Enterprise Architecture, and Enterprise Integration. Power
systems of today face several challenges that need to be addressed and application of these technologies can
make the modern power systems become more effective, reliable, secure, and cost-effective. Therefore, a
widespread analysis of I-4.0 is performed in this paper and a summary of the outcomes, future scope, and
real-world application of I-4.0 on the electrical utility industry (EUI) is reported by reviewing the existing
literature. This report will be helpful to the investigators interested in the area of I-4.0 and for application in
EUI.
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INDEX TERMS Digitalization, electrical utility industry, Industry 4.0, smart grid, the Internet of Things,
communication infrastructure, cyber physical system.

NOMENCLATURE13

AI Artificial Intelligence.
AM Asset Management.
AMI Advanced Metering Infrastructure.
BAN Building Area Network.
CC Cloud Computing.
CPPS Cyber-Physical Power System.
CPS Cyber Physical System.
DL Deep Learning.
DMC Data Matrix Codes.
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DoS Denial of Service.
EUI Electrical Utility Industry.
EV2G Electric Vehicle to Grid
FAN Field Area Network.
FDI False Data Injection.
GCI Grid Communication Infrastructure.
HAN Home Area Network.
HEM Home Energy Management.
IAN Industrial Area Network.
ICT Information and Communication Technologies.
IDS Intrusion Detection System.
IED Intelligent Electronics Devices.
IoT Internet of Things. 15
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IoS Internet of Service.
IoP Internet of People.
IoE Internet of Everything (IoE).
ML Machine Learning.
M2M Machine-to-Machine.
MDM Meter Data Management.
NAN Neighborhood Area Network.
OTM Overhead Transmission Line Monitoring.
PCA Principal Component Analysis.
PMU Phasor Measuring Units.
PHEV Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles.
PEV Plug-in Electric Vehicles.
RES Renewable Energy Sources.
RFID Radio Frequency Identification.
SA Substation Automation.
SM Smart Meter.
SVM Support Vector Machine.
SCADA Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition.
WASA Wide-Area Situational Awareness.
WAN Wide Area Network.
WSN Wireless Sensor Networks.
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I. INTRODUCTION17

Electrical industry has no relation with the first industrial18

revolution (Industry-1.0 or I-1.0). However, the second indus-19

trial revolution (I-2.0) was initiated in the 19th century after20

the developments in the domain of electricity. The third21

industrial revolution (I-3.0) started in the 1970’s via limited22

automation using memory-programmable controls and com-23

puters. Recently, the fourth industrial revolution (Industry-24

4.0 or I-4.0) is taking place. I-4.0 is generally characterized25

by the application of Information and Communication Tech-26

nologies (ICTs), Internet of Things (IoT) and Cyber-Physical27

Systems (CPS) to the industry. Several key components of28

I-4.0 are shown in Fig. 1.29

Proper integration of the traditional electric power system30

with advanced information, communication, protection and31

control technologies is one of the important developments32

in making the modern power systems smarter. These tech-33

nologies help in providing effective solution to the challenges34

of automation, monitoring, optimizing, and managing each35

component of the power system [1], [2], [3]. The environ-36

mental concerns about generating electricity using fossil fuels37

and global warming have motivated the Electrical Utility38

Industry (EUI) towards renewable energy sources (RES).39

The main purpose of incorporating new technologies is to40

achieve cost-effective performance of power systems with41

good efficiency, high reliability, better flexibility, improved42

resiliency, and high security in the presence of demand43

response, demand-side management, plug-in hybrid electric44

vehicles (PHEVs), RES, and plug-in electric vehicles (PEVs)45

[4], [5]. In this regard, intelligent electronic devices (IEDs)46

such as smart sensors, smart meters, digital relays, circuit47

breakers, reclosers, and phasor measuring units (PMUs)48

are becoming the basic modules of a modern power sys-49

tem, and necessitate a communication infrastructure to50

transmit/interchange data, information, and collective actions 51

securely in an automated environment [6]. 52

FIGURE 1. Several key components of I-4.0.

The Grid Communication Infrastructure (GCI) can be 53

described as the nervous system of the modern power system 54

and plays a vital role in EUI-4.0. The main function of GCI is 55

to support: (a) RES’s integration with the main grid, (b) smart 56

metering, (c) demand response, (d) PHEVs, (e) demand side 57

management, (f) advanced control& automation, and (g) con- 58

sumer side energy management. Therefore, in the general 59

sense, the architecture of the evolving power system can be 60

represented through the integration of the electric power sys- 61

tem and theGCI [7]. The architecture of GCI can be described 62

in three levels, such as short-range, medium-range, and long- 63

range networks [7], [8]. Each of these three levels is a het- 64

erogeneous mixture of wired and wireless equipment having 65

unique standards appropriate for specific applications and 66

meant for particular needs like bandwidth, handling area, data 67

transmissions speed, flexibility, mobility, frequency range, 68

latency, economic, reliability, and security [9], [10]. The 69

fourth industrial revolution is triggered by the development of 70

ICTs. Advanced ICTs, the key component of GCI, establish a 71

medium of communication for the power system community 72

and perform an important job in dealing with different aspects 73

of the GCI efficiently. 74

The IoT technology is another key component of I-4.0. 75

In the EUI-4.0, themajor role of IoT is to handle all connected 76

objects/devices concerning monitoring, analyzing, and con- 77

trolling the whole power system network, and ensure a 78

smooth functionality at generation, transmission, and distri- 79

bution levels, and also consumer side [11]. 80

Cyber-Security and CPS are two additional major com- 81

ponents of EUI-4.0. The present power grid is likely to be 82

reorganized as a CPS comprising intelligent policies not only 83

to transmit energy but also to transfer information for the 84

monitoring and control of progressive EUI [12]. Protecting 85

important information/data from physical and cyber security 86

attacks is a critical challenge for the grid. Therefore, end- 87

to-end secure communication system is important to ensure 88

reliable operation of the modern grid. Cyber-attack in power 89
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systems usually affects the technical and economical values90

along with energy concerns and reputation [13].91

FIGURE 2. Inclusion and exclusion criteria of the considered systematic
review process.

EUI-4.0 turns out to be highly complicated and knowledge-92

intensive through the addition of new advanced technologies93

like IoT, Internet of Service (IoS), and CPS. Thus, the data94

referred to EUI becomes heterogeneous (digital or analog)95

and large in volume. The necessity of big-data management,96

data mining tools, data recognition algorithms, and storage97

has increased accordingly. The Cloud Computing (CC) archi-98

tecture can be also used for accessing data subject to security99

and safety issues [14]. TheMachine Learning (ML) and Deep100

Learning (DL) techniques-based data-mining tools integrated101

with CC facilities are coming as a new area of future research102

scope [15].103

The main goal of this review is to expand the perspectives104

of electric power systems in the context of I-4.0 application105

by reporting various challenges and requirements. Although106

several studies on the concept of I-4.0 are available in the107

literature, a systematic and extensive review of the electri-108

cal power system in the context of I-4.0 is hard to find109

in the existing literature. Therefore, the proposed review is110

intended to present a comprehensive literature survey on111

EUI-4.0 that highlights the current status, future scope, and112

major findings. In this regard, a systematic review process113

has been followed, where around 5125 articles, mostly related114

to I-4.0 and its components, were collected. After applying115

suitable including and excluding criteria (Fig. 2) on this116

database, 220 closely related articles on the review domain117

are selected and reviewed based on different perspectives.118

The major contributions of the article are: 119

• It provides an overall concept of I-4.0, key technologies 120

and their implementation challenges for academia and 121

research community. 122

• The role and transition of electrical utility system in the 123

fourth industrial revolution is investigated. 124

• The major objective and application of each key tech- 125

nology associated with the architecture of I-4.0 towards 126

EUI-4.0 are comprehensively analyzed. 127

• Several open research issues associated with EUI-4.0 128

and future research directions, which may be helpful to 129

the electrical researcher/utility engineer, are presented 130

The remaining paper is organized as follows: A bibliometric 131

literature review is given in Section II; Concept of industry- 132

4.0 and EUI-4.0 are presented in Section III, and key tech- 133

nologies of EUI-4.0 are described in Section IV. Several 134

future directions of EUI-4.0 are highlighted in Section V, and 135

finally, some concluding statements are given in Section VI. 136

II. A BIBLIOMETRIC LITERATURE REVIEW 137

A brief study on the available state-of-the-art review articles 138

related to I-4.0 and its application domain is provided in 139

this section. As SCOPUS is one of the most widely used 140

bibliometric databases, this database has been used for an 141

in-depth analysis in the present study. 142

I-4.0 is gaining increasing attention each passing year, 143

Fig. 3 (a). A pictorial proof of the preceding statement is pro- 144

vided in Fig. 3 by showing the number of publications (NoPs) 145

in the past 10 years. With only one publication reported in the 146

year 2012, an exponential growth in NoPs per year has been 147

observed since then. The NoPs reported in the year 2020 was 148

1498. The above analysis has been carried out by searching 149

the word ‘‘Industry 4.0 (I-4.0)’’ in the search engine of the 150

Scopus database. As I-4.0 belongs to different sectors of dif- 151

ferent industries, the discipline-wise popularity was analyzed 152

and is given in Fig. 3 (b). The highest NoPs is reported for 153

the discipline of ‘Engineering’ (NoP= 3128) and ‘Computer 154

Science’ (NoP= 2287) got the next place. The NoPs reported 155

in the discipline ‘Energy’ was 316. After searching the key- 156

words integrated to electric industry 4.0 such as ‘electrical’, 157

‘power’, ‘Smart Grid or smartgrid, ‘Microgrid or micro grid’, 158

‘renewable energy’, ‘transmission system’, ‘distribution sys- 159

tem’, ‘photovoltaic’, ‘PV’ and ‘wind’, only a few articles are 160

found to be reported in the database. However, several other 161

articles are also available in the literature that explains the 162

key components and concept of EUI-4.0, but is reported in an 163

unintended manner. 164

Based on the above analysis with a bibliometric study on 165

I-4.0, the electrical power, and energy-based investigators 166

may get motivated to think beyond the box, as the research 167

scope and the application field of I-4.0 is still in the early 168

stage. 169

III. CONCEPT OF I-4.0 AND EUI-4.0 170

The main concept behind I-4.0 is based on the expansion and 171

transformation of the I-3.0 concept. In I-3.0, the computer and 172
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FIGURE 3. Status and popularity of research domain on I-4.0 (a) NoP vs
Year (b) Research domain vs NoP.

programmable memory-based limited control and automa-173

tion of industry was started. Although, in the era of I-3.0 the174

manufacturing industry has achieved a new height of automa-175

tion, the development of supercomputing and its related176

positive energy and negative threat, forced the industrial envi-177

ronment for another revolution. In this revolution, several new178

advanced technologies are also integrated with the current179

system to make it more automatic, safe, reliable, adaptive,180

and flexible. As the final aim of the present work to portray181

the concept of EUI-4.0, the origin of I-4.0 and its connection182

with utility system are described first.183

A. CONCEPT OF INDUSTRY 4.0 ON GENERAL184

PERSPECTIVES185

The concept of I-4.0 has been reported widely in the past186

few years. Several articles related to I-4.0 with a bibliometric187

study have been reviewed in [15] and [16]. The concept of188

I-4.0 is explained in Consortium II, Fact Sheet [17] by a defi-189

nition: ‘‘It is an integration of multifaceted physical machines190

and tools through interactive sensors and software with an191

intention to predict, control and plan for improved industrial192

growth and social outcome.’’ Similarly, I-4.0 is defined as ‘‘an193

improved value-chain organization and management across194

the lifecycle of the product.’’ In [18], I-4.0 has been reported195

as ‘‘a collective term for technologies and concepts of value196

chain organization’’ in [19]. It allows interconnection, digi-197

talization, data integration, secure connection, interoperabil-198

ity, flexible adaptation, and intelligent self-organizing, in the199

conventional industry [20], [21].200

The following four design principles for I-4.0 have been 201

suggested in [19] and [22]: connections, information trans- 202

parency, technical assistance, and decentralized decisions. 203

The principle based on connection states that the infor- 204

mation exchange between machines, sensors, and people 205

be through a proper connection/communication platform, 206

for example, IoT, Internet of People (IoP), and Internet of 207

Everything (IoE). The operating principles of IoT, IoP and 208

IoE require machine-to-machine, machine-to-human, and 209

human-to-human joint collaboration to achieve a common 210

goal without compromising the necessary standards and secu- 211

rities. The principle is based on information transparency 212

and also highlights the ability of the information system 213

in a collaborative environment of the physical and virtual 214

world through various interconnected devices/sensors. In this 215

regard, a virtual copy of the physical system is created 216

through sensors and IoE platform. With the intention to build 217

transparency, the result of data analytics must be embedded in 218

support systems that are available to all IoE contributors [23]. 219

The technical assistant facility toward I-4.0 helps in urgent 220

decentralized decision making through aggregating the visual 221

information that is collected comprehensively and precisely 222

within a short-time span. By the way, it is helpful toward 223

increasing the ability of CPS and acts as a supporting sys- 224

tem to the field workers handling different unpleasant and 225

unsafe tasks. The amalgamation of unified and dispersed 226

decision-makers allows the utilization of both native and 227

global information to improve policymaking and grow global 228

efficiency [24]. The IoE applicants execute their respon- 229

sibilities independently. Besides exceptions, interventions, 230

or contradictory goals, jobs are deputized to an upper level. 231

From the technical viewpoint, decentralized decision-making 232

is generally supported by CPSs and smart factories of I-4.0. 233

Hence, the technical assistance and decentralized decision are 234

two important principles alongwith connections and informa- 235

tion transparency for designing I-4.0. 236

B. CONCEPT AND PERSPECTIVES OF ELECTRICAL UTILITY 237

INDUSTRY 4.0 238

It is mentioned above that with new developments, electricity 239

began to be used after the second industrial revolution started. 240

The application of Information Technology (IT) andArtificial 241

Intelligence (AI) in the production sector through automatic 242

control of electrical devices and the grid was seen in the era 243

of I-3.0. Now, in addition to IT and AI, few more advanced 244

techniques such as CPS, IoT, IoE, big-data, Cloud Comput- 245

ing, IoS, communication infrastructures, cyber-security, etc. 246

are being integratedwith electrical network or grids for differ- 247

ent applications such as Substation Automation (SA), trans- 248

mission/distribution line monitoring, outage management, 249

wide-area situational awareness (WASA), demand response, 250

Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI), home energy man- 251

agement (HEM), PHEV, distributed energy resource (DER), 252

power storage system, Blockchains and Asset management 253

(AM) [25]. In this regard, several major objectives toward 254

energy issues can be addressed such as energy saving, green 255
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manufacturing, managing energy peak loads, reduction of256

energy cost, protection from energy break down, improved257

energy balance in the factory, etc., [26].258

IV. KEY TECHNOLOGIES OF EUI-4.0259

A. APPLICATION OF AI AND ML IN I-4.0 (AII-4.0)260

The present industrial development seems to be more biased261

towards the application and growing research in AI and ML,262

as it enables a plethora of new opportunities in the auto-263

matic industrialized manufacturing process. The application264

of AI and ML uses a vast amount of data/information gener-265

ated from the CPS and IoT-based technological paradigms,266

for decision making in industrial manufacturing and con-267

trolling processes. Generally, data has a certain life-cycle268

(for example, data sources, collections, storage, pre/post-269

processing, conceptions, visualizations, transmissions, and270

applications) [27], but, the noisy data/information are mostly271

handled in succeeding steps as filtering noise is an essential272

and challenging task. Also, the dynamic operating condition273

of industrial machines is a challenging situation to handle for274

the AI/ML-based faults recognition, predictions, and preven-275

tion techniques. Generally, the ML techniques are classified276

as supervised (key term: labeled data, direct feedback, predict277

outcome), unsupervised (key term: no labels, no feedback,278

find hidden structure), and reinforcement (key term: decision279

process, reward system, learn series of actions) types. Differ-280

ent types of ML techniques are applied for electrical domain281

application [28], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33], [34], [35], [36],282

[37], [38], [39], [40], [41], [42], [43], [44], [45], [46], [47],283

[48], [49], [50], [51], [52], [53].284

The details of different ML technique applied in vari-285

ous articles are provided in Table 1. In the modern power286

system environment, these techniques are used for the fol-287

lowing major applications: power system transmission line288

fault detection and classification [54], power quality analysis289

[55], [56], microgrid protection [57], renewable energy fore-290

casting [58], demand-side management [59], and many more.291

For a smarter grid application, Deep learning is one of the292

most emerging fields of AI which is highly appreciated and293

attracted by the researcher [60].294

B. ROLE OF IoT IN THE ERA OF I-4.0295

The IoT technology is a key component of I-4.0. In the296

traditional power-grid infrastructure, IoT has become one of297

the key-enabling technologies that pave the way for further298

advancements in power systems in view of I-4.0. In the299

EUI-4.0, the major role of IoT is to handle all connected300

objects/devices concerning monitoring, analyzing, and con-301

trolling the whole power system network, and ensure a302

smooth functionality at generation, transmission, and dis-303

tribution levels, and also consumer side. Therefore, in the304

I-4.0 revolution, IoT is regarded as the strongest and impor-305

tant candidate among key technologies. The major uses of306

IoT technologies in the EUI system can be described as in307

Fig. 4 [61]. It is generally depleted in the distribution and308

TABLE 1. Several family members of ML techniques.

consumption power sector. The importance of IoT in power 309

systems can be recognized during the failure in transformers 310

or malfunction in any of the electrical apparatus. It can send 311

an instant notification to the automation and control center. 312

This technology is also helpful in reducing power consump- 313

tion and also improves the power quality by continuous and 314

uninterrupted monitoring of the power system network. 315

FIGURE 4. Major application area of IoT in power system.

The major role of IoT can be categorized as follows: 316

(i) via internet connectivity, a smart connection can be made 317

between each system element. (ii) besides internet facilities, 318
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a cluster of auxiliary equipment is essential to recognize the319

sensitivity of the connected devices such as radio-frequency-320

identifications (RFIDs), machine-to-machine (M2M) com-321

munication tools, sensors, and actuators. (iii) ensemble322

of requests and facilities leveraging such technologies to323

built-up fresh trade and market opportunity [62].324

Use of the three networks, such as Home Area Network325

(HAN), Wide Area Network (WAN) and Neighborhood Area326

Network (NAN) are not required in modernizing the power327

systems technology owing to the IoT-based transformation.328

This transformation is generally based on a common Internet329

Protocol (IP). This single IP address based digital network330

compliments all the sub-sections in any industry according331

to the application without any hurdle. In this regard, the IoT-332

based communication acts as a cost-effective solution with333

respect to the different communication networks.334

By this process, IoT is recommended as a significant335

element of the future power systems with facilities to meet336

all necessary needs. Application areas of IoT in power sys-337

tems have been classified in [61] as (i) energy delivery and338

pick demand (ii) residential, commercial and industrial, and339

(iii) utilities and consumers. The first application area has340

the following sub-areas: Smart Metering analysis, advanced341

control strategy for transmission/distribution systems, and342

real-time monitoring of power generation. Similarly, the sec-343

ond one has been divided into Home Energy Management344

(HEM), Charging of PHEV, and demand response modeling.345

The last area is sub-classified as SM (Smart Meter)/ comput-346

erized meter reading (electric water, gas, and heat), AM and347

micro-generation. In the study described in [62] it has been348

reported that 60 billion IoT-enabled SMs have been already349

deployed by many computing agencies [63].350

Different major components of an IoT-enabled power sys-351

tem are shown in Fig. 5. Here, the examples of sensors352

and actuators include SMs, Intelligent-converters for solar353

and energy storage applications, sub-station feeders, and354

grid monitoring control systems. The gateway is a public355

link used by both commercial customers and suppliers in356

distinct networks. During the monitoring operation of the357

system, data collection is done from the sensor, information358

is received from the IPs, and several temporary decisions359

are performed followed by the final data exchange process.360

TheM2M interface through cloud-server has been considered361

as an added key research field in order to supervise the362

assembled data/information held. Appropriate data streaming363

with verification is completed in an unremitting manner. Big364

data is the next important component that handles series of365

data. Even the amorphous data is reorganized appropriately.366

The application of IoT technology in power systems shows367

a number of benefits in terms of efficient grid monitoring.368

This helps to reduce the economic loss and unnecessary369

consumption of energy. Security and privacy issues of IoT370

can be structured by the following five major entities: (i) reli-371

ability of data; (ii) authenticity; (iii) privacy of consumers372

with proper communicationwith utility; (iv) data secrecy; and373

(v) control access of the recognized data.374

FIGURE 5. Different modules of IoT built with modern power systems [61].

1) MAJOR IoT APPLICATION STUDIES IN POWER SYSTEMS 375

Several applications of IoT technology in the power systems 376

environment have already been reported [61], [64]. A few 377

of them are mentioned in Table 2. The importance of IoT 378

in future power systems is emphasized in [65] and ‘‘in what 379

way the IoT technology helps to improve the practical data 380

transfer capability of different power-grid components?’’ is 381

explained. Here, the focus is on the application of IoT in 382

the T&D system for online monitoring. The applicability of 383

IoT in transmission line monitoring, studied in [65], shows 384

that it helps to prevent blackouts, reduces power loss, and 385

improves the power transmission line reliability. A novel 386

architecture of Last- metered Smart Grid (SG) through proper 387

implementation is proposed in [66]. Here, the necessity of IoT 388

platform in power system infrastructure is justified through 389

a demonstration using IoT servers embedded with Zigbee 390

based SMs with flexible user interface. Moreover, an intel- 391

ligible integration of power-grid beside domestic application 392

built-in with SMs considering a similar infrastructure is also 393

discussed. A novel approach for contingency management by 394

means of smart-loads, realized by a developed prototype of 395

IoT, is proposed in [67]. The framework includes a system 396

operator, load serving entities, and the end-user with Smart- 397

Home Management Systems (SHMS) that inevitably control 398

flexible loads. The issues and challenges in the IoT-enabled 399

grid architecture are comprehensively studied in [68]. The 400

authors have defined the main security services concerning 401

to the smart grid security. However, security issue of one of 402

the key elements of smart grid such as AMI has not been 403

discussed in detail. 404

The IoT-based SHMS with demand response and load 405

scheduling is done in [69]. This IoT-based SHMS helps in the 406

prospect of economical consumption of per-day electricity of 407

the clients through proper coordination with the utility sys- 408

tem. Again, in the perspective of utility profit, an appropriate 409

demand response modeling method [69] is proposed. The 410

security and privacy issue of IoT-based SHMS in terms of 411

quality, reliability, and safety measures of the mechanism is 412

studied in [70]. Based on a study of the security concerns and 413

challenges of the IoT-based grid, several key safety measures 414

that should be taken into consideration while dealing with 415

system security are defined in [68]. 416

The application of IoT in smart building management in 417

terms of energy optimization and energy scheduling between 418

production and utilization of electric energy is studied in [71]. 419

Application of IoT in load demand forecasting problems in 420

power system environment is shown in [72]. A method based 421
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TABLE 2. Summary of IoT application domain in EUI-I4.0.

on IoT and DL system that extracts features automatically422

from past collected data and provides an accurate prediction423

of load demands is proposed.424

The security issue of IoT-based electric grid in the form of425

CPS modeling is addressed in [73]. Here, the aids available426

in a forward-thinking manner, highlighting the prevention427

of every single customer’s data/info attack, are explained.428

A vision towards IoT-based hardware support to handle the429

sensing and measuring task of the smart power meter is pre-430

sented in [74]. Several articles with the theme of IoT-enabled431

power system via SMs are reviewed in [75]. The simulation432

strategy of IoT-enabled grid, aimed at large-scale data trans-433

mission and distribution, is investigated in [76]. It is also434

mentioned here that for an effective and reliable operation435

of IoT-based modern grid, a continuous improvement in the436

design of SMs with accurate data analytics capability is437

required.438

A decision-support system framework utilizing ML algo-439

rithms that operates inside the IoT environment is presented440

in [77]. This decision-support system including electrical441

SMs enhances the IoT ecosystem to the next level where442

smart-metering, data privacy and security is an important443

matter for controlling IoT-based appliances. The uses of444

Bluetooth under IoT platform has not been discussed in445

this work for potential quality monitoring. Novel privacy-446

preserving protocols used for data integration in IoT-enabled447

AMI, ensuring high security and reliability are proposed448

in [78]. The capability of IoT-based power systems in the449

monitoring of generation, distribution, and consumer side is450

described in [79]. The output information later helps to handle451

the financial trading and forecasting the future electricity 452

price. 453

An IoT-based energy management scheme through GCI 454

is presented in [80]. The GCI comprises heterogeneous and 455

hierarchical communication networks such as HAN, NAN, 456

and WAN. A solution for all these three GCIs, using proto- 457

type development and testing, is also presented. In addition, 458

an application of this technology in smart-farming to yield 459

better output is also described. A study related to demand 460

resource application in theworld, more specifically in Turkey, 461

is presented in [81]. It is suggested that considering IoT 462

applications, the demand side electric power consumption 463

can be controlled more easily. In this regard, the demand 464

resource will offer different perspectives on electrical energy 465

generation and consumption and the function of electric 466

power system. An IoT-based improved architecture for effec- 467

tive monitoring and controlling of low and medium-voltage 468

transmission lines is proposed in [82]. In this regard, an IPv6 469

compatible routing protocol using clustering for IoT-based 470

grid is designed. Application of Wifi-based wireless sensor 471

networks in IoTs and electric grid is studied in [83]. Here, 472

different application areas of grid, like smart power gener- 473

ation, smart transmission, substation, and intelligent energy 474

use, are discussed. 475

C. ROLE OF CPS IN ELECTRIC GRID IN THE ERA OF I-4.0 476

CPS is an advanced engineering system that integrates the 477

physical system through several advanced computing, com- 478

munication, and control technologies. This is, so as to achieve 479

stability, reliability, and upgradeability, and interact with 480

physical systems of several application domains, for example 481

transport, health care, power and energy [84]. Out of these, 482

the power system is considered as a conventional application 483

domain of CPS tools in the EUI [85]. The physical system 484

dynamics of the grid are generally controlled with the assis- 485

tance of CPS by connected sensors and controllers via a 486

communication link (see Fig. 6). 487

FIGURE 6. Architecture of CPS [89].
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Subsequently, the real-time data measurement, its anal-488

ysis, decision making, and feedback control of the grid489

could be done in order to increase the efficiency of power490

consumption, ensure the safety of the grid and reduce the491

cost of electricity. Similar benefits are highlighted in [86]492

and [87] through integrating the complex physical system493

and cyber system. Therefore, analysis on CPS offers a494

widespread interdisciplinary structure for analyzing and fab-495

ricating these real-time systems. With the CPS, for instance,496

a wide area monitoring system (WAMS) and a set of con-497

trollers integrated with the grid could build the ‘conven-498

tional’ AC-transmission system to ‘Flexible’ one. Similarly,499

in a microgrid, several RESs can be allied to the utility500

grid through power electronic converters controlled by using501

local signals (voltage/current/frequency) at point of common502

coupling (PCC) side, which entails a communication net-503

work in support of the measurement feedback [86]. More-504

over, from the protection viewpoint, the protective elements505

such as relays also necessitate communication-based network506

control. These theories clearly indicate the importance of507

communication infrastructure in the CPS framework. Any508

malfunction of communication network can cause serious509

damage to the system dynamics [87], [88].510

The four key elements of CPS are Physical Dynam-511

ics, Sensors, Controllers and Communication Network512

(Fig. 6) [89].513

(a) Physical Dynamics: In the abbreviation ‘CPS’, the ‘P’514

indicates the physical dynamics. In the power system envi-515

ronment, variation of frequency in the grid can be considered516

as an example of physical dynamics. It varies with respect to517

time. The evolution law is governed by the physical system518

itself and the control activities.519

(b) Sensors: they are used to sense the physical dynamics.520

For example, in modern power systems, a sensor could be a521

PMU that senses the electricity dynamics and calculates the522

resultant frequencies and phases. The CPSmay have multiple523

sensors connected to it.524

(c) Controllers: Controllers collect the data from the sen-525

sors and perform the control actions through necessary com-526

putation. For example, a frequency controller can figure out527

the position of the governor valve of the turbine and acti-528

vate it, corresponding to the collected frequency data of the529

utility grid. At times, the calculation and actuation of the530

control actions may be performed independently, and that531

may demand advanced communication systems.532

(d) Communication Networks: As mentioned above, the533

importance of a communication network could be felt in the534

absence of a direct link between the sensor and the con-535

troller. This communication infrastructure may be wired or536

wireless. At present, Supervisory Control and Data Acquisi-537

tion (SCADA) is the most used application to supervise the538

utility-grid in off-linemode. Several wireless sensor networks539

(WSNs) associated with CPS are also used for real-time540

and consistent supervisory action undertaken by the grid in541

dispersed manner for unlike provisions [90], [91]. By ana-542

lyzing the change in required parameters, command signals543

are fed to the control center for needed action. Similarly, 544

RFID or Data Matrix Codes (DMCs) technologies can also 545

be integrated with CPS for identifying several objects in grid 546

owing to its smart-sensing capabilities. Once the objects are 547

identified, they can connect and interrelate with one another 548

in real-time via a particular form of interconnectivity. 549

Different grid-CPS testbeds have been established and 550

reported in [25]. This report was accomplished by analyzing 551

the grid-CPS testbeds based on four major classifications 552

such as grid domain, research goals, test platforms, and 553

GCI. Several other investigations highlight the sensor data 554

exchange standard in CPS domains [6]. These standards are 555

comprehensively presented in Table 3. 556

TABLE 3. Sensor data exchange standard in CPS domains.

The presented or tabulated standards with their collective 557

information help to form a highly reliable and smart sensor 558

setup for several applications. Therefore, the CPS integrated 559
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with innovative control systems is likely to supervise the grid560

in the future in a dispersed, independent, and real-time man-561

ner. It allows instantaneous data/information trade among562

customers and utility directing high-quality electricity gen-563

eration and distribution (EGD) with cost minimization [78].564

However, integrating several multifaceted and varied subsys-565

tems in the grid in term of CPS is expensive and requires extra566

domain-specific approaches to deal with in addition, several567

other challenges may also arise during implementations of568

the CPS in time and space for several grid applications,569

such as collaboration among dissimilar systems, modeling570

and system integration, confirmation and analysis of different571

CPSs.572

1) MAJOR CPS APPLICATIONS STUDIES573

Several articles published in the literature shows the impor-574

tance of this field toward ongoing and future scope of CPS575

in power systems. A few of the recent studies are enumerated576

below.577

CPS security for electrical utility systems is presented578

in [114]. Cyber vulnerabilities and solutions in the context579

of power system control applications, such as generation580

control and security (for example, automatic voltage regulator581

(VAR), governor control and automatic generation control582

(AGC)), transmission control and security (for example, state583

estimation, VAR compensation, and wide-area monitoring584

and control), distribution control and security (for example,585

load shedding and AMI and demand Side management), have586

been analyzed. IoT-enabled CPS architecture in the context587

of power systems is reviewed in [115] and [116]. Similarly,588

a detailed survey on modeling, simulation, and analysis for589

cyber security application is given in [117].590

A framework and security requirements of grid-CPS were591

presented in [118]. Cyber physical security for present evolv-592

ing grid initiatives was surveyed in [119]. Several past cyber-593

attacks and defense system-based research on cyber-physical594

power systems (CPPS) are reviewed in [120] and sev-595

eral grid restoration techniques to improve CPS Resiliency596

are reviewed in [121]. Challenges and opportunities of597

Cyber-Physical Security in the modern grid were studied598

in [122], and several cyber-physical attacks and defense sys-599

tems in the grid were reviewed in [123]. In addition to this, the600

opportunities and challenges in a grid-cyber physical security601

environment are also highlighted. A widespread analysis of602

grid security against CPS attacks on its distinct functional603

components is presented in [124] and [125].604

A co-simulation framework that validates the perceptive of605

cyber-data transmission and dynamic performance of phys-606

ical systems, and summarizes the communications among607

them in power system applications is presented in [126]. The608

efficiency of the stated CPS was confirmed in the following609

case-studies: (i) hierarchical control of Electric Vehicle (EV)610

charging in microgrids. (ii) IEC-61850 protocol emulation611

for protection of active RES. (iii) Resiliency improvement612

in contrast to false data injection attacks. A new Hybrid613

Attack Model that syndicates probabilistic learning attacker614

dynamic defender model, and a Markov chain model to sim- 615

ulate the planning and execution phases of a wicked data 616

injection attack in an electrical utility grid is introduced 617

in [127]. A new multi-QoS information flows control algo- 618

rithm based on time-sensitive networking and distributed 619

agent technology for CPS applications in the power system 620

environment is proposed in [128]. The experimental result 621

shows that the stated approach can reckon the fast-forward 622

path with multi-agents and ensure transmitting quality. How- 623

ever, in few cases the bandwidth occupation ratio has been 624

reported to be dangerously high. Therefore in future prospec- 625

tive, the data aggregation procedure should be sincerely 626

analyzed to efficiently protect bandwidth and upgrade the 627

results. 628

A microgrid is a CPS with combined power and com- 629

munication networks. The secondary control of microgrid 630

with periodical communications limits the power system 631

efficiency and resiliency. A dispersed event-triggered sub- 632

ordinate control structure in an islanded microgrid with its 633

CPS implementation is proposed in [129]. The stated control 634

structure works with the condensed frequency of communi- 635

cation systemwhich depends on the microgrid operating state 636

change ‘‘events’’ (for example, load deviations and commu- 637

nication breakdowns). 638

A more accurate vulnerability assessment method for 639

CPPS is proposed in [130]. Vulnerability of CPPS through 640

fault propagation under cyber-attacks is studied in [131]. 641

In this regard, a fault propagation model generally in 642

view of the impact of interruptions on some nodes of the 643

cyber-network on the electric physical systems, is proposed. 644

A data-centric scheme for CPS heterogeneity in the grid is 645

proposed in [84]. A Support Vector Machine and Princi- 646

pal Component Analysis based approach to classifying the 647

real and false faulty conditions in the transmission line of 648

CPS-based electrical grid is proposed in [132] and an Intru- 649

sion Detection System to sense lethal attacks with a focus 650

on two grid security issues (integrity and availability) is 651

proposed in [133]. 652

Against integrity issues with price manipulation attacks, 653

initially a cumulative sum method to detect these attacks, 654

even with small price changes, is proposed. Secondly, against 655

availability issues with Denial of Service (DoS) attacks, 656

an effective technique has been developed to monitor and 657

sense any misbehaving node. 658

A good analysis with the aim of facilitating reliability stan- 659

dard in the grid is presented in [134]. In this regard, an analyt- 660

ical reliability model that captures the effect of impairments 661

originating from physical and cyber components, as well as 662

the effect of cyber-physical interdependencies among these 663

components, has been designed. 664

PHEVs are one of the economical choices of current smart 665

transportation structures and are used to balance demand and 666

supply through provisionally storing the electrical energy 667

in their batteries. A novel context-aware coated design for 668

demand-side management using vehicular-CPS with cloud 669

provision is proposed in [135]. 670
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TABLE 4. Notable features of GCI [2].

False data injection (FDI) attacks are vital security hazards671

to grid-CPS which result in devastating cost to the whole672

power system. A parallel rule-based majority voting system673

to detect FDI inserted by negotiated PMU is used in [136].674

Additionally, an advanced standing system with an adap-675

tive reputation updating to assess the total running status of676

PMUs, by which FDI attacks can be detected, has also been677

designed.678

D. REQUIREMENT AND ROLE OF ICT AND679

INFRASTRUCTURE ON EUI-4.0680

ICT is one of the key components of I-4.0 infrastructure681

including the electric grid. The main objective of ICT is to682

provide a reliable, and rapid communication infrastructure683

that allows automatic information trade amongst the massive684

volume of scattered CPSs inside Grid-I-4.0. This real-time685

information trade between utility and consumers will lead to686

effective and reliable monitoring, control, and management687

of the electrical grid [9]. The grid-communication technolo-688

gies infrastructure has been separated into two major groups689

i.e., private and public, in [25]. The primary goal of both GCIs690

is to provide smart self-awareness and improved reliability.691

Again, the GCI can be characterized into 3-hierarchical692

levels considering the exposure area, data-rate, and693

functionality:694

â Short-range networks (for example, HAN, building and695

industrial area networks)696

â Medium-range networks (NANs and field area697

networks),698

â Long-range networks (WAN) [2].699

A brief comparison between these levels considering700

remarkable characteristics of GCI is presented in Table 4 [2].701

HANs are essential at the consumers and end-users’ level702

to facilitate communications infrastructure for the application703

of services related to energy utilization. Similarly, NANs704

provide communication services for distribution systems. 705

WAN is the communication support unit. A number of scat- 706

tered small-scale communication networks are connected to 707

each other. 708

Again, the technologies used in GCI can be classified into 709

wired and wireless categories [2]. Nominal features of several 710

recent GCI technologies with respect to this classification are 711

reviewed in Table 5. In this GCI, the following are somemajor 712

communication requirements [137]: 713

â Bandwidth/Spectrum: It signifies the range of frequency 714

operated for data transmission. 715

â Coverage area: It signifies the available physical area 716

possible for communication. 717

â Data rate: It signifies the quantity of data transported 718

inside a definite time period or speed of data transferred. 719

â Latency: it signifies the time required to transfer data 720

between two sources. 721

â Reliability: It signifies the standard representing the 722

availability of data capability. 723

â Security: It indicates the ability of the GCI to deal with 724

physical and cyber-security attacks to provide satisfac- 725

tory data exchange condition. 726

Based on the applications of GCI, the system is designed to 727

meet some pre-requisite values related to these technological 728

features. 729

1) APPLICATION FIELD OF GCI 730

A grid is comprised of several different units such as gen- 731

eration, transmission, distribution, and end-users. There is 732

good communication between these elements of the grid 733

through networking technologies so as to achieve several 734

application goals [72]. The key applications of GCI are 735

reported as AMI services, Advanced Metering, Demand Side 736

Management (DSM), DERs, microgrid distribution gridman- 737

agement and automation (DGMA), demand response (DR), 738

Electric Vehicle to Grid (EV2G), SCADA, Overhead trans- 739

mission line monitoring (OTM), SA, Electric Transporta- 740

tion (ET), Meter Data Management (MDM), Home Energy 741

Management (HEM), Distribution Automation (DA), Outage 742

Management (OM), program/configuration update (FCU), 743

firmware update (FU) andWASA. In this regard, the commu- 744

nication requirements of different grid applications are pre- 745

sented in Table 6. A detailed application of communication 746

infrastructures in these application domains is comprehen- 747

sively presented in [139] and [142]. 748

E. ROLE OF CLOUD COMPUTING IN EUI-4.0 749

Cloud computing can be defined as a service over the network 750

for resource allocation and uses. In this regard, the architec- 751

ture of CC is divided into the following three types: infras- 752

tructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), 753

and Data as a Service (DaaS) [141], [142]. In the electrical 754

utility grid scenario, CC plays a very important role owing 755

to the requirement of a distributed data center as a replace- 756

ment of a communication network management system (For 757

example, managing millions of SMs in a secure, reliable, and 758
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TABLE 5. Technical features of GCI [2], [25], [140].

scalable way). In each passing day, there is a sharp curve of759

the development rate of Smart Grid can be observed, which760

necessitates bi-directional communication capability support761

and information processing in real-time.762

This development leads to the generation and collection763

of a massive volume of analog/digital data, that necessi-764

tates a big-data management system for storage, organiza-765

tion, maintenance, cleansing, mining, and high-performance766

computing so as to improve the electric grid service infras-767

tructure. In this perspective, the concept of CC helps in768

providing high-performance data storage, handling resources,769

and services at a low cost for numerous grid applications.770

Therefore, the cloud is recognized as an important platform771

with a highly secure and stable link in-between network and772

application layers, for efficient use of the grid resources and773

services. Because of CC, grid end users are able to access 774

the services and resources through the internet from a remote 775

location [143]. 776

1) OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES FACED BY CLOUD 777

COMPUTING IN ELECTRIC GRID 778

The application of CC in the electric grid perspective is 779

very beneficial; however, there are a few difficulties that 780

may be faced by the EUI toward complete implementa- 781

tion. In spite of these hitches, grid application necessitates 782

real-time computing and improved data storage capability, 783

which can be fulfilled by the cloud. In this regard, electric 784

network architecture has several opportunities and challenges 785

for CC technologies [144]. A few of them are discussed as 786

below. To improve the electric grid capabilities, CC adds 787

several attractive features like improved efficacy, lower cost, 788

better strength, central data storage, advanced security, and 789

scalability [145]. 790

Clouds provide a suitable and less costly platform through 791

the internet to share and exchange information between 792

numerous devices connected in the diversified DERs based 793

architecture. Therefore, it offers a low-cost computing plat- 794

form respecting older models. Some earlier grid applica- 795

tions were abandoned owing to the scalability problem for 796

grid modules installed on larger scales. Could computing 797

technologies have solved this scalability issue by installing 798

storage facilities geographically and mounting them verti- 799

cally/horizontally [146]. Due to this, the need of physical 800

data storage devices has become unnecessary. Additionally, 801

the robustness of the system is also improved; for exam- 802

ple, if power outages/failures occur in an area, an alterna- 803

tive/replicated service will be instantaneously activated. 804

TABLE 6. Requirement of the GCI applications
area [2], [25], [139], [140], [141].

Security and privacy of data in clouds are one of the 805

greatest concerns for the electric grid. It is generally achieved 806
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through an automatic management system for cloud ser-807

vices that offer simpler and improved protection against808

cyber-attacks [147]. In electric grid-CPSs, the communica-809

tion link between the physical electrical infrastructure and810

cyber-infrastructure is somewhat blurred and, as a result, the811

control system of grid application has been critically exposed812

to cyber-attacks. In this regard, the power system applica-813

tion needs to be operated under some specific standards to814

evade these cyber-attacks. On the other hand, there is no815

specific standard available for privacy concerns. Generally,816

the cloud environment is used by the electrical utility systems817

to enhance data safety and privacy for grid applications. For818

instance, consumers’ information (e.g., power usage data)819

gathered from SMs is encoded with each customer’s own820

pass-key before communicating to the operators in real-time821

in power system networks [148]. Moreover, the data size and822

time constraints vary corresponding to the specific applica-823

tion and CC ensures safe and reliable control access of data824

and communication with utilities.825

For different applications, the cloud platforms are also826

different (either shared or restricted). In this regard, the827

cloud platform is divided into three basic categories: public-,828

private-and hybrid-cloud [149]. The public-clouds ensure829

their essential services to their clients through streaming on830

the same hardware. Here, a cloud fabric is applied to split831

the data of various organizations. Although public-clouds832

appear well-organized, they are less-reliable and vulnerable833

owing to the possibility of attacks. Thus, public cloud type834

is not appropriate for electric grid applications. In contrast,835

the private-cloud provides better security for power systems836

applications. Visualizations and storing facilities are offered837

by means of cloud fabric to supervise the access of data.838

Hence, in power system applications for supervising and839

communicating client data, private-cloud is used.840

FIGURE 7. Electric grid application layers in CC environment [144].

However, the need for a risk-free environment in the access841

of data, information management, data protection, and trans-842

fers are the foremost issues for private clouds. It can over-843

come these issues through the provision of safety controls at844

the operating system levels. Data-security in the electric grid 845

networks should be assured owing to the cloud’s confirmation 846

and encryption policies. In this regard, the electric utilities 847

utilize private-cloud infrastructure having five basic layers as 848

presented in Fig. 7 [144]. As the hybrid-clouds comprise the 849

advantage of both public and private clouds, they can also be 850

preferred for power system applications. During stable work- 851

loads, work with private-clouds considering the reliability, 852

but in peak workloads, shift the operation to public-clouds 853

in order to improve performance. Thus, on few occasions, 854

hybrid-clouds are preferred for electric grid application so as 855

to meet the consumer requests, such as higher performance 856

or higher security [150], [151]. 857

The US Department of Energy [152] and the National 858

Institute of Standards and Technology [153], [154] have 859

published the results of their studies regarding data access 860

and privacy in electric grid applications. Reference [152] is 861

focused on the issues such as data safety, customer access, and 862

privacy policies. Similarly, the privacy concerns of electric 863

grid consumers, in regard to individual data, personal privacy, 864

behavioural confidentiality, and personal communications 865

confidentiality, are studied in [153]. In addition, the secure- 866

ness of the electrical grid technologies that unfavourably 867

distress the operation of the grid, are cited in [154]. 868

An advanced grid security system that includes a public 869

key infrastructure technology and few reliable computing 870

features, providing the utmost level of safety for the grid is 871

proposed in [155]. 872

An Integrated Security System (ISS) for the security of 873

the power systems against cyber-attacks is proposed in [156]. 874

ISS comprises of three basic working modules: (i) manager 875

module; (ii) switch & agent module; (iii) assess unit. These 876

units help to improve the security of the grid control systems 877

and legacy control apparatus by ensuring the SCADA system. 878

A privacy-preserving protocol using steady multi-party 879

computation (SMC) for real-time demand management is 880

proposed in [157]. The privacy-preserving protocol archi- 881

tecture sustains the SM necessities like the safety of the 882

consumer data, load management, supporting a viable billing 883

system, and eliminating the necessity of third-party requests 884

for security. 885

2) CC SERVICE-BASED ELECTRIC GRID APPLICATIONS 886

Presently, CC is used to strengthen all three of the EUI 887

basic subsystems: power generation, power transmission 888

and distribution, and power utilization, and has become an 889

important element for grid applications. Many power sys- 890

tem projects based on CC have been implemented in recent 891

years, such as Globus [158], EGI-InSPIRE (Integrated Sus- 892

tainable Pan-Europe an Infrastructure for Researchers in 893

Europe) [159], Information Power Grid from NASA [160], 894

Open Nebula [161] and TClouds [162]. In addition, several 895

other studies citing the application of CC in power systems 896

are presented below. 897

A system architecture model in the CC platform to real- 898

ize the grid demand response optimization and generation 899
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scheduling is proposed in [163]. The model was the outcome900

of the Los Angeles Smart Grid Demonstration Project and901

was further implemented in that city in real-time [164]. The902

model is used to perform the demand response tasks by903

retrieving the real-time SMs data, identifying anomalies in a904

short period of time, updating demand forecast in line with905

most recent information, and providing targeted replies as906

soon as peak load occurs.907

A CC application in SM framework is presented in [164].908

In this framework, all the grid services that execute a progres-909

sive metering application are located in the SM cloud appli-910

cations. All these services are industrialized, maintained, and911

modernized by the utilities within this cloud. An SM gets into912

these services bymeans of a public interface and regulates the913

system’s machines relating to the responses received from the914

cloud.915

A smart CC-based energy management system (EMS)916

is suggested in [165]. This CC-based EMS is built with917

three important layers such as consumer, EMS middleware,918

and physical resources. The EMS middleware and physical919

resources are positioned within the CC platforms. This CC920

based EMS provides several benefits, such as easy man-921

agement of local renewable energy, providing dynamic load922

demandmanagement, continuity of power supply, energy bal-923

ance during its processing and storage, increased energy effi-924

ciency by clustering resources effectively, increased energy925

efficiency by decreasing several operations (e.g., monitor-926

ing, processing, and communication) of machine-to-machine927

devices, and it also provides user-friendly EMS.928

Application suitability of CC in the grid-CPS structure is929

explored in [166] and a multi-agent technology to control930

each node of the grid in cloud architecture is proposed.931

The application of CC in grid conditionmonitoring in order932

to increase reliability and security is explored in [167]. In this933

regard, application of Hadoop and HBase tools to increase934

power system productivity through operating idle servers is935

suggested.936

A model for optimizing the cost of electricity using937

dynamic power-supply, internet data centers (IDC), and cor-938

rected marginal cost (CMC) algorithm is proposed in [168].939

Application of CC in smart energy management and infor-940

mation management in power systems is presented in [169].941

In this regard, the system is used to monitor the active and942

reactive power of the system and provide reactive power com-943

pensation. The emergence of EVs provides several advan-944

tages to the power and transportation domain, but it may945

affect the system reliability through consuming massive946

energy. However, the plug-in of EVs at the utility supply947

system must be controlled and scheduled with the intention948

of reducing the peak-demand. Considering the problems of949

plug-in EVs, a novel communication architecture for grids950

in CC environment is presented in [170]. The problem of951

EVs charging and discharging process is framed, and a952

well-organized scheduling method using CC infrastructure953

is designed. A distributed multi-layer cloud-fog computing954

infrastructure for optimal energy management in electric955

grids with high penetration of plug-in EVs is presented 956

in [171]. Three major layouts of EVs charging layout are 957

studied and compared in this work such as smart charging, 958

controlled charging, and uncontrolled charging. 959

An efficient energy management system to fulfil the peak 960

electricity demand of clients using cloud and fog comput- 961

ing is designed in [172]. Similarly, the cloud & fog-based 962

architecture for effective resource management is utilized 963

in [173]. Moreover, in order to increase the performance of 964

the CC, few major algorithms such as round robin, throttled, 965

artificial bee colony, ant colony optimization, and particle 966

swarm optimization are used for load balancing between grid 967

users’ request and service providers. 968

A novel CC based infrastructure to store and manipulate 969

the data of the grid has been developed in [174]. In this 970

regard, an extensive architecture integrated with AMI, pro- 971

viding several crucial services and enabling new application 972

in the power systems is proposed. Using this principle, a novel 973

application to decrease the multiple estimation of fault loca- 974

tion in the distribution system using ML techniques over 975

SM’s data is proposed. 976

Data obtained by monitoring a small scale microgrid was 977

referred to cloud and analyzed in [175] in order to achieve the 978

demand side management. The experimental results clearly 979

indicate the improvement in load balancing. 980

For application in power systems, CC is found to be advan- 981

tageous for analyzing and solving the security issues. Con- 982

sidering this advantage, a security game assessment model 983

is proposed in [176]. The proposed model was used for 984

analyzing the cloud-based grid in terms of security, defense 985

and malicious attackers. The obtained results showed that 986

the proposed framework is able to analyses the risk of the 987

SG nodes more accurately and improve the defense strategy. 988

The CC service model usually includes a third party pro- 989

vision to audit the security of the data. Therefore based on 990

this provision, how to analyze the data security risk of the 991

CC-enabled smart grid system is an important point toward 992

futuristic investigation. 993

With the application of CC, the networked data cen- 994

ters turn into an integrated part of modern power systems. 995

An advanced approach to locate and determine the capacities 996

of the interconnected internet data centers and battery energy 997

storage systems is proposed in [177]. By conducting several 998

case studies authors have demonstrated the usefulness of the 999

stated integrated planning strategy. 1000

Cloud- and cloud-Fog-based methodologies for analyzing 1001

the GCI with real-time monitoring are proposed in [178]. 1002

This publication is primarily focused on the development of 1003

communication system models to be used for voltage profile 1004

monitoring and power loss estimation in power systems. 1005

However, a cost-benefit analysis toward the application of 1006

energy efficient devices in order to reduce computational 1007

complexity needs to be carried out to prove the applicability 1008

of edge-computing in smart grid environment. 1009

With an intention to decrease the electricity demand in the 1010

modern grid environment, a dynamic programming model 1011
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with a CC framework, which produced a tiny energy hub with1012

clients and presented the clients’ participation in demand side1013

management programs, is proposed in [179].1014

F. BIG-DATA ANALYTICS OF POWER-GRID IN THE1015

CONTEXT OF I-4.01016

Integrations of IoT technology and CPS in the power-1017

grid architecture is regarded as an important step of build-1018

ing EIU-4.0 in the era of I-4.0. Through this integration,1019

different power system devices are able to communicate1020

data/information between each other andwith control centers.1021

As a result, an exceptional quantity of data is generated,1022

creating challenges to the standard approaches of data trans-1023

fer, storage, and analysis. In EIU-4.0, an enormous amount1024

of data is collected as an output of ubiquitous integration1025

of devices such as sensors, actuators, controllers, radio fre-1026

quency identification, web-based application, transactional1027

application and communicating server used for several grid1028

applications, for example electricity pricing data, metering1029

data, energy uses data, grid systems health data, demand and1030

response, advanced control and monitoring and others [25].1031

Big data (BD) stands for huge volume of data that needs1032

more advanced approaches to capture, curate, handle, and1033

analyze than the conventional apparatus. The question regard-1034

ing ‘the amount of data, referred to as big data, is not well-1035

defined [180]. Usually, big data can be characterized through1036

the following three major features: (i) Large volume, (ii) High1037

velocity in data generation, storage and transmission and1038

(iii) High variability in the dataset. In this regard, five major1039

characteristics of big data are shown in Fig. 8 [181]. Here,1040

‘Value’ is regarded as consistency of the data. The nature1041

and type of data is under the characteristic’s ‘variety’. The1042

‘veracity’ covers the quality of the collected data. The term1043

‘volume’ is related to the amount of generated data and1044

‘velocity’ describes the speed at which the data is produced1045

and being processed [182].1046

FIGURE 8. Five major characteristics of Big Data.

1) BIG DATA ANALYTICS1047

In power systems, data analytics has got an important place1048

to support smart/intelligent decision-making through proper1049

identification of patterns and interdependencies from a mas-1050

sive amount of data. Moreover, this will help EUI to moni-1051

tor, analyze and diagnose their inefficiencies in an effective1052

way [183]. Therefore, with the application of big-data analyt-1053

ics, the electrical generation and distribution process can be1054

controlled and managed in a more efficient and transparent 1055

way in EUI-4.0. 1056

Big Data analytics is generally comprised of massive data 1057

and its related analytic methods, Fig. 9. These methods are 1058

based on different computer platforms such as Windows, 1059

Linux, Mac etc. and they involve certain level of expertise. 1060

FIGURE 9. Components of big data analytics [182].

The present EUI statistics of big data implementation are 1061

shown in Fig. 10 [184]. It can be clearly seen from the 1062

figure that only 20% of utilities have implemented big data 1063

analytics. Nevertheless, it is also important to note that out of 1064

these 20% utilities, most of them used the big data analytics 1065

through tapping only a fraction of its potential [184]. 1066

Furthermore, as highly structured bodies, EUIs generally 1067

tend to be inclined towards system reliability instead of 1068

endeavoring towards new technology. Thus, they are slightly 1069

reluctant to implement big data analytics. Moreover, a few 1070

other factors, such as lack of management support, skill short- 1071

age, data management issues, and lack of proper business 1072

models, also act against the implementations of big data 1073

analytics. 1074

2) KEY CHALLENGES TO APPLY BIG DATA ANALYTICS 1075

Application of big-data analytics in power system environ- 1076

ment may face several key challenges in real world situation, 1077

Fig.11 [184]. 1078

Presently, the quantity of data being produced by EUIs 1079

is growing at an exponential rate. Due to this increased 1080

volume of data, there is a huge demand for data storage 1081

and computing resources. The potential solution to this issue 1082

can be stated as: development of dimensionality reduction 1083

techniques, parallel computing, edge computing, and cloud 1084

computing. 1085

Data uncertainty is one of the key features of real-world 1086

power system data. This is mostly due to incomplete infor- 1087

mation and operational understanding. Due to this, the quality 1088

of data followed by quality of decision making get hampered 1089

badly followed by decrease in accuracy, completeness, and 1090

consistency of data. Probabilistic and stochastic analysis, data 1091

cleaning (e.g., dealing with missing values, smoothing noise, 1092

outliers, and inconsistent data) are few possible solutions to 1093

this data quality issue. 1094

Data security (for example, privacy, integrity and authen- 1095

tication) has a vital role in system architecture in order to 1096
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FIGURE 10. Status of big data implementation.

FIGURE 11. Key Challenges to apply big data analytics in EUI.

secure private information of consumers and utilities. Failure1097

in data privacy may lead to malicious attack and compromise1098

consumer privacy. Similarly, data integrity challenges lead1099

to cyber-attack followed by misleading operational decision1100

and financial transactions. Techniques available to deal with1101

privacy, integrity and authentication issues are data aggre-1102

gation, privacy-preserving data aggregation and data encryp-1103

tion, respectively.1104

Time synchronization is a major concern in modern power1105

systems owing to the increased need of real-time control1106

and communication. Time synchronized data helps to draw1107

significant information from the current and past events1108

through real-time situational awareness, and subsequently1109

provide prognostic decisions. However, the unsynchronized1110

data misleads the decision through erroneous analysis of data,1111

and wrong diagnostic of earlier events. At the present time,1112

devices are synchronized based on same radio clock, as syn-1113

chrophasors and PMUs provide time synchronized data.1114

The problem concerning data indexing and query process-1115

ing in power systems data increased computational complex-1116

ity and processing time of the system. The existing techniques1117

against this problem generally use generic tools, for example1118

SQL server and SAP for query purposes, which may not be1119

sufficient from the system application viewpoint, mostly if1120

real-time applications are sought from the big data. However,1121

few other advanced data indexing methods such as R-trees,1122

B-trees, and Quad-trees can be used to deal with the problem 1123

of data indexing in big data in power systems. 1124

Successful deployment of big data analytics necessitates 1125

proper business models for all stockholders including util- 1126

ities, system operators and the clients. In this regard, the 1127

utilities should provide sufficient training about the long-term 1128

economic and technical values of big data. 1129

Several standards and communication protocols (e.g., IEC 1130

61850, IEC 61850-90-7, IEC 61970/61968, IEEE 1815, and 1131

IEEE 2030.5) are specifically designed for power system 1132

interoperability. However, no effort is being made yet on 1133

interoperability among big data analytics platforms, architec- 1134

tures, and system operational frames. In its place, different 1135

utilities are applying big data analytics with different storage, 1136

computing, processing platforms. All these diversified uses 1137

of big data analytics protocol delay the adoption of big data 1138

analytics to power grid with its full potential. In this regard, 1139

there is a strong need of focus from both EUI and academia, 1140

to develop standards for big data analytics architecture, plat- 1141

forms, and interoperability. 1142

3) APPLICATION OF BIG DATA IN EUI 1143

Steps of big data analytics are described in Fig. 12. Data 1144

acquisition is the primary step that handles data collection 1145

task. Initially, the system data is collected from numerous 1146

and varied sources in different formats and features. In the 1147

data storage step, all assembled data gets cleaned, analyzed to 1148

retrieve authentic facts and integrated in a workable format. 1149

Data analytics step includes mining, modeling and applica- 1150

tion of new approaches to extract useful information from 1151

the system data. The following important algorithms are used 1152

in this step; clustering, correlation, classification, categoriza- 1153

tion, regression, and feature extraction. In the application 1154

step, the operational data is integrated with a system to obtain 1155

a decision or gain result. 1156

FIGURE 12. Key Stages of big data analytics.

The application of big data analytics in power systems will 1157

be helpful towards (i) making the power grid more reliable 1158

and resilient, (ii) delivering optimal asset management and 1159

operation, (iii) improved decision making through proper 1160

sharing of information and (iv) improved performance of 1161

the system. Following are few major application areas/sub- 1162

area of big data analytics in power systems: Generation con- 1163

trol center (generation planning, economic load dispatch), 1164

transmission operator (wide area control, state estimation, 1165

stability enhancement, real-time monitoring), distribution 1166

system (real-time operation, equipment health monitoring, 1167

asset management, planning, forecasting), end users (demand 1168
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response, load forecasting, real-time energy management,1169

customer behavior) and market operation (energy forecast-1170

ing, price forecasting, risk analysis, revenue management).1171

Out of these application domains, a few recent studies are1172

summarized below.1173

Real-time energy management can be possible by man-1174

aging large volume of data in an efficient and intelligent1175

manner [185]. Moreover, several other tools or methods (such1176

as improved forecasting tools, advanced demand response1177

techniques, well-organized data management structure and1178

data analytics) also play an important role in the energy1179

management of the grid in an optimizedmanner. Several ways1180

of information extraction process from big data to achieve1181

efficient energy management in the grid are reported in [186].1182

An advanced architecture based on big data to support the1183

creation, development, maintenance and exploitation of smart1184

energy services through the utilization of cross-domain data1185

is proposed in [187]. An internet-enabled decision support1186

system is also established as stated by the suggested model,1187

utilizing diversified data within a smart city framework to the1188

design the energy management action strategies. This ‘‘user1189

driven’’ decision support system can assist utility executives1190

and municipal authorities for handling their building energy1191

services’ in an efficient manner. However, a real-word imple-1192

mentation dealing with real-time data is further important1193

to justify the authors claim. Similarly, a big data enabled1194

mobile edge computing based EV charging scheme is pro-1195

posed in [188]. The mobile edge computing servers employ1196

big data mining and aggregation in a dispersed way to lessen1197

the size of data to be handled by the global EV controller.1198

By this process the computational cost of the controller get1199

reduced.1200

Demand response is a fundamental module of any energy1201

management process. A clustering technique based on1202

time-series data collected from SMs in order to recognize1203

appropriate customers and historical energy consumption pat-1204

terns inside the DR program is designed in [189]. Similarly,1205

a method based on SM data, implementation of a time-based1206

Markov model and clustering algorithms to recognize the1207

customer energy consumption dynamic is proposed in [190].1208

The stated work has addressed the challenges of massive high1209

dimensional electricity consumption data in diversified and1210

efficient ways. However, the effect of peripheral factors (such1211

as temperature, day-type, and the economy of power con-1212

sumption) was not analyzed in this work. A tensor-based big1213

data management technique for dimensionality reduction of1214

data collected from internet-of-energy environment in a smart1215

city is presented in [191]. An SVM based technique to recog-1216

nize the customer behavior (normal, overload and underload)1217

in order to take part in the DR program is also proposed1218

here. The overall result shows that the tenser based method1219

outperforms conventional DR management schemes in term1220

of accuracy. However, the computational complexity needs to1221

be analyzed further in the case of large-scale implementation1222

such as smart city network. Similarly, a methodology based1223

on big data to extract the energy consumption pattern in smart 1224

city is proposed in [192]. 1225

Non-electrical big data, collected from social media like 1226

Twitter, is applied to detect and locate the power out- 1227

age in [193]. In this regard, the authors have proposed a 1228

supervised topic model with a heterogeneous data network. 1229

The method has been tested with actual tweets and outage 1230

events. The supremacy of the stated approach compared to 1231

other related work is also reported with numerical results. 1232

In future prospective, the method can be coupled with the 1233

current distribution management system to empower a social 1234

user-driven outage management. Importance of geographical 1235

information system-based data, global positioning system- 1236

based data, weather and lightning data, seismic data, animal 1237

migration data, and electricity market data in outage manage- 1238

ment is studied in [194]. Applicability of SCADA and PMU 1239

based big data in voltage stability prediction is discussed 1240

in [195]. Data related to PMU based big data is applied in 1241

many more applications, such as transient stability margin 1242

detection [196], data-driven mode oscillation detection [197], 1243

fault location [198], improvement of reliability and stability 1244

[195], [196], [197], [198], and fault event detection [199]. 1245

SM based big data is utilized for anomaly detection 1246

in [200]. Moreover, the big data technologies have been 1247

found to be beneficial for several other applications: for 1248

example: transmission constraint management or monitoring 1249

of generator performance to improve market and operational 1250

efficiency. From applications viewpoint, advanced visual- 1251

ization is an important area of big data analytics. Big data 1252

analytics with the visualization technologies is used for real- 1253

time power system monitoring. Commercial tools like real- 1254

time dynamics monitoring systems (RTDMS) are used for 1255

visualization using PMU- big data [201]. 1256

Power grid state estimation is becoming a challenging 1257

task owing to the availability of huge amount of data. 1258

A calibrated model for distribution feeder based on the col- 1259

lected big data from SMs and photovoltaic micro-inverters 1260

is suggested in [202]. Several other applications of big 1261

data analytics in power grid state estimation are presented 1262

in [203], [204], [205], and [206]. 1263

V. MAJOR FINDINGS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 1264

DIRECTION IN EUI-4.0 1265

Based on the above survey, some possible future research 1266

directions, that could help the prospective researcher in this 1267

area, are outlined below. 1268

A. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE TOWARD EUI-4.0 1269

1. A continuous development or improvement in the exist- 1270

ing AI technologies is necessary, as their role is impor- 1271

tant in the current industrial manufacturing processes like 1272

improved product quality, production efficiency and over- 1273

all speed. 1274

2. Use of collaborative robots (or Cobots) is presently 1275

becoming increasingly common in industrial as well as 1276
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in research laboratories and commerce. Cobots function1277

by taking instructions from humans so as to work more1278

efficiently with them, including commands that were not1279

primarily anticipated in the initial programming. Robots1280

don’t get fed up, hungry or drained. The abilities of AI are1281

better than human capability when considering such things1282

as miniaturization and accurate measurements, and they1283

provide improved quality assurance. The major objec-1284

tive of robots and Cobots in the electrical utility indus-1285

try is to achieve complete autonomy, without demanding1286

human interference, to execute inspection, maintenance,1287

and repair deeds at hazardous areas or sites. Development1288

of such robots through integrating AI is one of the inter-1289

esting directions that require more attention.1290

3. The current power system infrastructure enables the appli-1291

cation of AMI, micro-PMU and DERs in the conven-1292

tional grid that provides unlimited potential to improve1293

system observability and controllability. AI technologies1294

(for example, data-driven and machine learning) can rec-1295

ognize the power consumption behaviour of end-users,1296

develop situational consciousness, and support system1297

operators through providing accurate decisions, exclu-1298

sively in adverse circumstances. This has immense capa-1299

bility in improving system reliability and resiliency, that1300

need further attention.1301

4. Data collected from the grid may involve varied dimen-1302

sions of data quality. Several methods to increase the data1303

quality dimensions have been reported [207]. Assessment1304

and measurement of these dimensions is dependent on1305

individual analyses and user feedback [208] because of1306

their association with prejudiced and situational judge-1307

ments for quantification. Therefore, in further research1308

improvement in different dimensions of data quality is1309

essential for enhancing the monitoring and optimization1310

process. This will likely have a direct impact towards1311

improving the performance of Industrial AI applications1312

leveraging these data [209].1313

B. INTERNET OF THING TOWARD EUI-4.01314

1. The IoT based devices generally work under diverse and1315

adverse environments (for examples, extreme high/low1316

temperature, high voltage, contacts with electromagnetic1317

waves, in water, etc.) and they must fulfil necessary relia-1318

bility and compatibility requirements.1319

2. In several applications, IoT based devices and sensors run1320

on batteries (for example, different kinds of measuring1321

device that are used to monitor transmission lines). There-1322

fore, proper energy harvesting methods should be used or1323

invented.1324

3. In the modern grid communication infrastructure, IoT1325

based apparatus should support essential communication1326

protocols with the intention of transmitting data from SMs1327

to the control station.1328

4. IoT based devices have insufficient supplies and facili-1329

ties for example batteries, processing power, storage, and1330

bandwidth. Therefore, some data fusion method should be1331

adopted to compress and combine valuable data, which 1332

helps to achieve energy saving and bandwidth usages. 1333

5. Delay and packet loss are vital issues that limit the per- 1334

formance of the power system. Further, congestion is 1335

the reason of delay and packet loss that lowers the sys- 1336

tem performance (since IoT devices and/or gateways IoT 1337

devices have got to resend data which instigates additional 1338

delay and increases the possibility of congestion), and 1339

prescribed prerequisites, for instance, maximum tolerable 1340

delay, cannot be assured. Thus, it becomes essential to 1341

optimize delay and network design by obtaining an opti- 1342

mal number of gateways and IoT devices, and minimize 1343

the number of connections to each gateway. 1344

6. Power systems are starting to be comprised of several gate- 1345

ways and IoT devices with diverse specifications. There- 1346

fore, interoperability amongst these devices to exchange 1347

data is really essential. Internet protocol-based network is 1348

one important solution in order to achieve this interop- 1349

erability. Moreover, it is also important that IoT devices 1350

should aid various communication protocols and designs. 1351

7. Currently, unavailability of specific and unified standard 1352

for IoT devices in power system applications leads to 1353

security, reliability, and interoperability issues. Therefore, 1354

special attention should be devoted to standardize this 1355

effort. 1356

8. During the monitoring and controlling of IoT appliances, 1357

internet connectivity is essential although it is vulnerable 1358

against cyber-attack followed by financial and security 1359

loses. Therefore, development of secure communications 1360

for IoT devices in the smarter grid and determination 1361

of some security measures for these devices are some 1362

essential requirements in the future prospective. 1363

C. CYBER PHYSICAL SYSTEM TOWARD EUI-4.0 1364

1. Reliability study on the optimization of links between 1365

communication infrastructure such as HAN-NANs and 1366

NANs-WANs for several applications. 1367

2. An extended research should be possible to identify appro- 1368

priate topologies for these communication networks. 1369

3. Design of adoptable routing protocols for secure and 1370

quality-of-service-ware data collection from numerous 1371

system applications. 1372

4. Dimensionality and complexity are two major challenges 1373

to incorporate cyber failures and malfunctions in compos- 1374

ite power system reliability evaluation [210]. 1375

5. To enhance security of power grid, grid personnel should 1376

not use default or semi-difficult password to access critical 1377

data. In this way, the cyber security issues can be avoided. 1378

In this context, face recognition technology can be adopted 1379

with complex password to access the desired data. 1380

6. Efficient energy storage is one of the important parts of 1381

power system with RESs. In any case, if such a section 1382

of the system is attacked, there should be some necessary 1383

guidelines that a defender should take to avoid any system 1384

interruption [211]. Futurework should provide an in-depth 1385
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risk assessment of the energy storage systems and their1386

impact on grid operation.1387

D. COMMUNICATION INFRASTRUCTURE TOWARD EUI-4.01388

1. Reliability study on the optimization of links between1389

different components of communication infrastructure,1390

such as HAN-NANs and NANs-WANs, for several system1391

applications. An extended research should be undertaken1392

to identify appropriate topologies for these communica-1393

tion networks.1394

2. Design of adoptable routing protocols for secure and1395

quality-of-service (QoS)-ware data collection from1396

numerous systems uses.1397

3. The software defined network (SDN) technology is found1398

to be an advanced communication networking solution in1399

modern power system environment. SDN with the com-1400

plete information of the overall network and the configu-1401

ration status of network elements is capable of improving1402

network productivity and flexibility, in order to facilitate1403

traffic routing in the grid communication networks [12].1404

4. Major communication provisions include security, inter-1405

operability, QoS and experience, and scalability. A num-1406

ber of recent works in this area are available in literature1407

but they are still at their initial stages.1408

5. The forthcoming 5G of communication networks includes1409

numerous attributes, for example, ultrahigh capacity, ultra1410

large bandwidths, ultra-dense sites, and ultra-reliability,1411

andwith various existing ICT technologies [167].With the1412

advancement of 5G, mobile cellular networks are progres-1413

sively emerging toward a strong platform for omnipresent1414

massive information acquisition, storage, analysis, and1415

communication.1416

E. CLOUD COMPUTING TOWARD EUI-4.01417

1. Security is one of the key issues for EUI. Data inside1418

the cloud shouldn’t be compromised. However, when1419

hackers try to compromise the internal system, the risk1420

of data security increases. In this situation, providing1421

security to counter these hackers has become a chal-1422

lenge for cloud services. Thus, a proper safety framework1423

based on authentication is necessary to increase security1424

when cloud computing is employed for power system1425

applications.1426

2. Public cloud can be combined with the private cloud for1427

significant and economic development of the system. Nev-1428

ertheless, security and privacy are two significant ques-1429

tions during the necessary data exchange between private1430

and public clouds.1431

3. In the vein of energy scheduling, data traffic scheduling is1432

also vital in order to maintain acceptable data traffic rate1433

in the grid with CC environment.1434

4. Application of multi-mobile agent (MMA) integrated with1435

CC for cost-effective system operation. Owing to varied1436

communication structural design [2] of the grid, MMA1437

can be deployed to communicate through unique layers.1438

Thus, proposing a suitable mobile scheme for the agent1439

is necessary for profitable information management in the 1440

grid. 1441

5. There is a need to improve the delay suffered by the 1442

SMs using CC architecture. Therefore, it is necessary to 1443

develop a cloud network, wherein smart elements can 1444

recuperate their delay by replacing their selected path. 1445

6. The basic concept of a smarter grid is decentralized power 1446

distribution through an accessible centralized structure. 1447

The advanced CC protocol based structural design will 1448

definitely support distributed character of the grid. Thus, 1449

active participation of CC based services by the customers 1450

should be boosted in order to achieve reliability and prof- 1451

itability in services. 1452

7. Large amount of data or information flow is generally 1453

seen inside the modern utility systems. Thus, as soon 1454

as a failure occurs in these utility systems, the network 1455

connectivity gets affected followed by letting-down of 1456

data centre operations. In this type of disaster situations 1457

CC may be used to recover network failures and restore 1458

data. 1459

8. In the present architecture, integrating the energy com- 1460

ponents with cloud computing is not possible. So, in the 1461

advanced architecture, new protocols should be defined to 1462

make a proper interconnection between the cloud platform 1463

and the electric grid components. Under such a scenario, 1464

the efficiency of both CC service providers as well as users 1465

will be enhanced. In the advanced architecture, the opti- 1466

mum utilization of network can only be possible through a 1467

defined model where access to the grid services is allowed 1468

only to the subscribers and others are blocked to access the 1469

services. 1470

F. BIG DATA TOWARD EUI-4.0 1471

Big data analytics is more than just the technical challenges 1472

of handling big data. The architecture of electrical grid is 1473

complex in nature and has a close interdependency with other 1474

critical infrastructure, for example transportation, gas, water, 1475

heating, IoT and CPS. A few forthcoming research directions 1476

to efficiently implement big data in EUI are given below. 1477

1. Owing to the power system infrastructure, there is a huge 1478

growth of energy big data. This brings several thought- 1479

ful challenges for the long-established IT infrastructure 1480

with regard to data collection, pre-processing and effi- 1481

cient uses [212]. Therefore, IT infrastructure needs to be 1482

upgraded in several aspects such as, network transmission 1483

capacity, data storage capacity, data processing capability, 1484

data exchange ability, data visualization capability and 1485

data communication capability in order to support big data 1486

driven smart energy solution. 1487

2. The volume of big-data is generally large and comprised of 1488

valued information. However, the quality of data in many 1489

cases may not reach a desired standard. In this regard, the 1490

relevance, reliability, accuracy and consistency of energy 1491

big-data needs large improvement [213]. The big-data 1492

driven power systemmanagement system needs a compre- 1493

hensive data governance policy, along with organization 1494
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and control measures. Good quality, standardization and1495

consistent organization are the fundamental requirements1496

of many big-data-enabled uses.1497

3. Integration and sharing of energy big data from different1498

sources of the grid is one of the most challenging issue that1499

needs to be focused.1500

4. Old-fashioned data analysis procedures in data-mining,1501

ML, statistical analysis, data management and data visual-1502

izationmay run into some technical hitches in dealingwith1503

the energy big data. Therefore, research toward develop-1504

ment of novel, fast and efficient data processing as well1505

as analysis tools should be carried out in order to support1506

smart energy management in the grid.1507

5. Power system is vulnerable to cyber-threat and attack,1508

and a lot of privacy information is embroiled in energy1509

big data. For that reason, security and privacy is one of1510

the essential concerns in big data driven power system1511

management.1512

VI. CONCLUSION1513

A detailed survey on I-4.0 including its importance to elec-1514

trical utility industry is reported in this paper. Altogether,1515

a large volume of existing literature in similar domain is1516

reviewed critically. It is noted that I-4.0 is being more effec-1517

tive and applicable in the present market owing to its capabil-1518

ity, adjustability, re-configurability, flexibility and dispersed1519

manufacturing pattern.1520

Effort has been made in the survey to highlight the role of1521

different I-4.0 technologies in electrical power domain. In this1522

regard, initially, a brief literature survey on the concept and1523

design of I-4.0 from general perspective followed by electri-1524

cal utility prospective, is presented. Subsequently, a detailed1525

study has been carried out for each individual component1526

of I-4.0 such as Internet of Things, cyber physical system,1527

cloud computing, big data and communication infrastruc-1528

tures, from the perspective of power systems. Then, several1529

benefits and challenges, and open research issues associated1530

with EUI-4.0 are analyzed.1531

Few of the important finding can be highlighted as:1532

• Presently, EUI is tackling a robust need to upgrade the1533

power-grid energy generation, transmission, and dis-1534

tribution capability by incorporating newly evolving1535

technologies.1536

• It is observed that the implementation of key technolo-1537

gies of I-4.0 in power system infrastructure is gaining1538

momentum gradually. Due to this, the present power1539

system is gradually inclined towards shifting the energy1540

market trend, development of intellectual strategies, rise1541

of innovative tools and electricity generation, distribu-1542

tion, and consumption to a flexible and decentralized1543

structure.1544

• In I-4.0 framework, power system with the integration1545

of cutting-edge technology, such as ICTs, CPS, IoT, IIP,1546

AMI and IoE, will provide numerous facilities to gratify1547

the client requests and financial profits.1548

• Nevertheless, the application of these mechanisms to 1549

attain safe and consistent electricity generation to uti- 1550

lization functionalities and services in an inexpensive 1551

manner will not be easy. 1552

• Research toward development of novel, fast and efficient 1553

data processing as well as analysis tools should be car- 1554

ried out in order to support smart energy management in 1555

the grid. 1556
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